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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce some new inequalities with a best constant factor. As an
application, we obtain a sharper form of Hilbert’s inequality. Some inequalities of
Carlson type are also considered.
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1 Introduction


















Inequality (.) is called Hilbert’s integral inequality, which has been extended by Hardy
[] as: if p > , p +

q = , f (x), g(x) > ,  <
∫∞
 f p(x)dx <∞, and  <
∫∞

























































provided that the series on the right-hand side of (.) and (.) are convergent. The con-
stant factor π is the best possible in both (.) and (.), and the constant πsin πp is the best
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 K(, t)t–pA dt is the best possible constant, K(x, y) ≥  is a homoge-
neous function of degree –λ (λ > ), A ∈ ( –λq , q ), A ∈ ( –λp , p ), and pA + qA =  – λ.

















hereK(x, y)≥  is a homogeneous function of degree –λ (λ > ) strictly decreasing in both
parameters x and y, A ∈ (max{ –λq , }, q ), A ∈ (max{ –λp , }, p ), and pA + qA =  – λ. In
particular, if we set K(x, y) = 
αx+βy and K(m,n) =

αm+βn (α,β > ) respectively in (.) and






αx + βy dxdy


















αm + βn <













where B(s, t) is the beta function, A ∈ (, q ), A ∈ (, p ), and pA + qA = . We need the
following formula for the beta function:
B(s, t + ) = ts + t B(s, t). (.)
































the constant √π is sharp. Regarding these inequalities and their extensions, we refer the
reader to the book [].
In this paper, we introduce two new inequalities with a best constant factor which




m= σn,m and the double integral∫∞

∫∞
 G(x, y)dxdy, where σn,m is a double sequence of positive numbers and G(x, y) is
a positive function on (,∞)× (,∞). As an application, we obtain a sharper form of the
Hilbert inequality. Some examples of Carlson type inequalities are also considered. The
proof of the inequalities depends on inequalities (.), (.) and Hardy’s idea in proving
Carlson’s inequality.
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2 Discrete case



















































here A ∈ (, q ), A ∈ (, p ), pA + qA = , and the constant L = B(pA,–pA)(pA)pA (qA)qA is the best
possible.










































































































ambn , t =
α
β
and consider the function h(t) =
tqAT + t–pAS. Since h′(t) = tpA (qAT –
pAS
t ), we conclude that theminimumof this func-
tion attains for t = pASqAT . Therefore, if we let α = pAS and β = qAT , we get (.).
It remains to show that the constant L in (.) is the best possible. To do that, suppose
that there exists a positive constant C < L such that (.) is still valid if we replace L by C.
For  < ε < q( – pA), setting a˜m and b˜n as a˜m =m–qA–
ε
p , b˜n = n–pA–
ε













m+ε <  +
∫∞






































(n + x) dx











( + u) du =
[




< ε + 
ε
[










































( + u) du =
[




< ε + 
ε
[
B( – pA,  + pA) + o()
]
.





























B(pA,  – pA) + o()
]
–O().





















B( – pA,  + pA) + o()
]}pA
. (.)
Multiplying inequality (.) by ε (ε = εqAεpA ) and then letting ε → +, we have
B(pA,  – pA)≤ CBqA ( – qA,  + qA)BpA ( – pA,  + pA). (.)
Using (.), we ﬁnd
BqA ( – qA,  + qA) = (qA)qABqA ( – qA,qA)
= (qA)qABqA (pA,  – pA), (.)
and
BpA ( – pA,  + pA) = (pA)pABpA ( – pA,pA). (.)
Substituting (.) and (.) in (.), we obtain the contradiction C ≥ L = B(pA,–pA)(pA)pA (qA)qA .
The theorem is proved. 
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2.1 Some applications






































































































qA ( TpA )
pA
T + S . (.)
Applying Young’s inequality (xθyμ ≤ θx + μy, θ + μ = ) to the product ( SqA )qA ( TpA )pA
with x = SqA and y =
T
pA , we obtain
( SqA )
qA ( TpA )
pA
T + S ≤
T + S
T + S = .
Therefore, inequality (.) is a sharper form of (.). In particular, if we set p = q = ,






































Note that we may obtain the Hilbert inequality from (.) by applying the AG inequality√
ST ≤ S+T to the right-hand side of (.).
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(m + n +μ)





















qA ( SpA )
pA
S + S + S
.
Applying Young’s inequality, we get
( SqA )






















In particular, if μ = , A = pq = A, then we have (.).
. For α > , set am =m–
α
p , bn = n–
α



































where ζ (α) is the Riemann zeta function. In particular, if α =  and if σn,m = cmcn, then we
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. If we let σn,m = aman and bn = an, p = q = , A = A =  , we get
∞∑
m=















Theorem . If p > , p + q = , f (x), g(x) >  such that  <
∫∞
 xpqA–f p(x)dx < ∞,  <∫∞















































where A ∈ (, q ), A ∈ (, p ), pA + qA = , and the constant L = B(pA,–pA)(pA)pA (qA)qA is the best
possible.













































































































and consider the function h(t) = tqA I + t–pA I, we ﬁnd that the minimum of this
function attains for t = pAIqAI . Thus, if we let α = pAI and β = qAI, we get (.). If the
constant factor L is not the best possible, then there exists a positive constant M (with
M < L), thus (.) is still valid if we replace L by M. For  < ε < q( – pA), setting f˜ and
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g˜ as f˜ (x) = g˜(x) =  for x ∈ (, ), f˜ (x) = x–qA– εp , g˜(x) = x–pA– εq for x ∈ [,∞), and setting












































(I)pA (I)qA . (.)


































































B( – pA,pA) + o()
]
–O().
Substituting the above estimates in (.) and then letting ε → +, we ﬁnd M ≥
B(pA,–pA)
α–qAβ–pA
. The theorem is proved. 
3.1 Some applications






























(x + y) dxdy
}qA
. (.)
We may prove that inequality (.) is sharper than inequality (.) as we did in the dis-
crete case, or we may do that by using (.) in the following way: set K(x, y) = x(x+y) and
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(x + y) dxdy




























(x + y) dxdy












Using these two inequalities in (.), we get (.). In particular, if we set p = q = , A =  =




































































(x + y +μ) dxdy
}qA
.




























x + y +μ dxdy














qA ( IpA )
pA
I + I + I
,




qA ( IpA )
pA





x + y +μ dxdy












. Put f (x) = e–x and g(y) = e–y in (.), A = pq = A, then we get the following Carlson
























Moreover, if we assume G(x, y) = ϕ(x)ϕ(y) in (.), we get (p = )
∫ ∞













which is a sharper form of Carlson’s inequality (.).
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